Abstract-In multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), the traditional fitness assignment strategy based on Pareto dominance is ineffective in sorting out the highquality solutions when the number of the objective is large. Recently, many scholars have used preference order (PO) ranking approach as an optimality criterion in the ranking stage of MOEAs. The experiment shows that the algorithms equipped with the PO ranking procedures can have a better convergence to the true Pareto surface, but are ineffective to maintain a set of well-distributed solutions over the Pareto surface. In order to overcome above shortcomings, a new algorithm is proposed which adopts a new fitness assignment strategy using the information of the individual preference order ranking and the individual density. In this way, it is helpful to guide the individuals to more sparse areas in the Pareto Front. At the same time, the proposed algorithm effectively combines multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the Nelder-Mead simplex search to get a balance between the exploration and exploitation abilities. In each generation, the algorithm adopts a parallel hybrid way to evolve two subsets simultaneously, and the population will be improved by both evolution algorithm and simplex search. The proposed algorithm has been compared with other MOEAs on some many-objective problems by experiments. The experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm achieves a better performance in convergence and diversity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Some real-world problems often have several objectives to be optimized at the same time. The multiobjective optimization is different from single objective optimization in that there is a set of alternative solutions called non-dominated solutions, each one in this set is said to be a Pareto optimal solution. During the past decade, many multi-objective evolutionary algorithms have been proposed and applied in multi-objective optimization problems (MOP), e.g., in [1] - [4] . MOEAs mainly achieve two goals: (1) convergence to the true Pareto-optimal front; (2) maintenance of a welldistributed set of non-dominated solutions, or searching for a uniformly distributed Pareto front for a given multiobjective problem. Currently, some classic MOEAs, such as NSGAII, SPEA2, ε -MOEA [5] , perform well in two objective problems. However, there are still some issues to consider: traditional fitness assignment based on Pareto dominance ranking scheme becomes ineffective in sorting out the high quality solutions in multi-objectives problems when the objectives are more than four. In any generation, there are many non-dominated solutions which are not distinguished from each other, so selection operators play a minor role due to lack of selective pressure. Taking NSGAII as an example, all individuals from Pareto set in the compound population are equally ranked and purely depend on crowding distance to identify those that will survive to the next generation, and it fails to sort out high quality non-dominated solutions when the MOP has more than four objectives. Some scholars proposes the preference order ranking scheme (e.g., [6] , [7] ) to assign the non-dominated solutions the different fitness values since those solutions are located in the different portions of the Pareto front. Both the best compromise solutions and extreme ones are assigned for the best rank and selected with priority to mating pool to participate in genetic operation. Therefore, the ranking based on preference order makes it easy to achieve better convergence and scalability. However, the fitness assignment strategy based on preference order ranking also leads to some problems. Once the best compromise solutions and extreme ones are assigned better fitness values, they would be selected with priority and reserved in the next generation, which would lose some individuals located in other parts of the Pareto front and would not maintain well-distributed solutions.
In order to overcome above shortcomings, a new fitness assignment method considering the density information of individuals is presented to solve multiobjective problems with a large number of objectives. The fitness assignment method is based on three attributes: the first two attributes are non-dominated rank and preference order ranking of individuals, and the last one is crowding distance of individuals used in NSGAII. Taking two non-dominated solutions as an example, the one with a larger crowding distance has a better fitness value when two individuals have the same preference order ranking. In such a way, the individuals can be led to search more sparse areas in the PF.
Although the new fitness assignment strategy helps to select individuals located in the more sparse area in the PF, the computational complexity on whole population is very large. Thus, this fitness assignment strategy can be carried out in a small sub-population in order to reduce the complexity of computation. At the same time, the proposed algorithm effectively combines multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the NM simplex search to get a balance between the exploration and exploitation abilities. In each generation, the algorithm adopts a parallel hybrid way and to evolve two subsets simultaneously, while one subset uses the simplex search to guide the search towards promising region, which can enhance the local search ability, and another subset uses GA operator to avoid premature convergence. Thus, the advantages of these two methods could be utilized together. The individuals in the first subset are ranked by the new fitness assignment strategy. Moreover, an outer archive is used to store non-dominated solutions and the strategy of ε -dominance is used as well to produce a better distribution of the Pareto set.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the theoretical background of preference order ranking, simplex search and ε -dominance are given. In section III, the calculation of fitness assignment method and a hybrid simplex multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on preference order ranking are proposed. In section IV, the results from the experiments are discussed based on three test functions. Finally, the conclusion is addressed in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Problem Description
Definition 1 (Multi-Objective Problem) without loss of generality, the multi-objective optimization problems are mathematically defined as follows 1 2 min
L is the vector of decision variables in set X in the n dimensional space, ( ) i f x is the i-th objective function in the objective space.
Definition 2 (Pareto Domination) A vector x is said to dominate another vector y if and only if
Definition 3 (Pareto Optimal Solution) A solution x X ∈ is said to be Pareto optimal with respect to X if and only if there is no X y ∈ which dominates x . Definition 4 (Pareto-Optimal Set) The Pareto optimal set PS is the set that consists of all Pareto optimal solutions in decision space and the set of the corresponding objective vectors is called Pareto optimal front.
B. Preference Order Ranking
Definition 
Hence, if * x is efficient of order k, then it is efficient of k+1. It is clear that a point with the efficiency of order m for an MOP is the Pareto optimal solution. Conversely, a point with the efficiency of order one must be the shadow minimum, which is difficult to attain. If there are many Pareto optimal solutions in MOP, the concept of efficient of order helps to choose the solution stronger than Pareto optimal solution but weaker than the shadow minimum solution. Thus one way to choose the final Pareto optimal point would be to choose the final point as the one that has the lowest order of efficiency. The points with the lower efficiency of order may not be the extreme points, and they always lies in the middle of the Pareto front. So choosing the best trade-off solution becomes to select the solutions with lowest order of efficiency in Pareto optimal set. C k-element subsets of the objectives. As opposed to the condition of efficiency of order, the condition of efficiency with degree favors solutions that have extreme components, therefore one should carefully orchestrate their cooperative usage.
The fitness assignment on the basis of efficiency of preference order ranking helps to select best compromise and extreme Pareto points, which guide the population toward to the true Pareto front. This will greatly improve the performance of convergence and scalability. The details of fitness assignment are shown in [7] .
C. The Concept of ε -Dominance
The definition of ε -dominance [5] was proposed by
Laumanns et al and a steady-state MOEA based on the concept of ε -dominance was proposed by Deb. In general, the search space is divided into a number of grids (or hyper-boxes) and diversity is maintained by ensuring that a grid or hyper-box can be occupied by only one solution. The ε -dominance does not allow two solutions with a difference i ε in the i-th objective to be nondominated to each other, thereby allowing a good diversity to be maintained in a population. 
where vector ( ) i B a denotes the partition position in the i-th objective space for the decision vector a, it is defined as follows.
where min i f is the assumed minimum value of the i-th objective and i ε is the accepted tolerance value in the i-th objective for the purpose of getting the expected number of the non-dominated solutions.
D. Simplex Search Method
The simplex method of Nelder and Mead ( [8] , [9] ) is a simple direct local search technique that has been widely used in traditional optimization scenarios. An ndimensional regular simplex is an object that is constructed by taking n+1 linearly independent points , {1,2, 1 }
. Each point corresponds to a solution, the function values of solutions are evaluated in each step and the worst one w , i.e, the one with the worst fitness values, is identified. The worst one will be replaced with its reflection along a vector passing through − ,where η and k is called expansion and contraction coefficient. The simplex method proceeds by moving away bad points and brings it closer to the optimal point, Simplex search and GA are both direct search method, simplex search is deterministic method in the gradient direction and GA is a stochastic search method, So they can be very effectively combined with together.
III. A HYBRID SIMPLEX MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM BASED ON A NEW FITNESS ASSIGNMENT STRATEGY
A hybrid simplex multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (HSMOEA) that combines an evolutionary algorithm with the simplex-based local search is proposed in this paper. In each generation, the algorithm adopts a parallel hybrid way to evolve two subsets simultaneously, while the simplex search is used in the first subset to guide the search towards promising region, which can enhance the local search ability. The individuals in the first subset are evaluated and updated with the use of the new fitness assignment strategy. The second subset uses GA operator to avoid premature convergence. At the same time, we use an external population ( ) E t to preserve the non-dominated solutions that have been found and take ε -dominance to update the nondominated set in every generation. The overall framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig.1 . 
A. A New Fitness Assignment Method
The calculation of fitness assignment method is based on three attributes: the first two attributes are nondominated rank and preference order ranking of individuals, the last one is crowding distance used in NSGAII. Thus, we need to calculate the individuals' nondomination rank and crowding distance in the population, and once the individuals are non-dominated solutions, we need to calculate their preference order rank. The detail of fitness assignment is shown as follows.
Step1 Calculate the non-domination rank and crowding distance of all individuals in population S , denoted as Step2 Identify the non-dominated individuals in population S and group them into subset (1) S , and compute the order efficiency of every solution in (1) S and assign every individual a value equal to 1
( i k denotes the order of efficiency of individual i ,
Step3 Assign every individual i in (1) S a fitness rank equal to ( 1 ) i i k K d − + − , and assign every individual i in (1) { \ } S S a fitness rank equal to ( )
According to the above fitness assignment method, the non-dominated solutions with lower preference order rank and higher crowding distance have better fitness values, and the dominated solutions with lower crowding distance have worse fitness values. In such way, it not only overcomes the problem in Pareto dominance ranking schemes, but also accelerates the speed of achieving better convergence and diversity.
B. Modified Simplex Search Method
We partition the population ( ) P t into two groups. Nelder-Mead simplex search is carried out in the first subset to move the individuals closer to the true Pareto front and spread them in a broad range. Instead of starting with n+1 points in the classical simplex, the variant form begins with n+s points, where s>1. The n+s points constitute s simplexes, and each simplex consists of n+1 points, including the best n points 1 2 , n X X X L which are sorted out by the new fitness assignment strategy, and the (n+i)-th point n i X + ( 1, i s = L ). Instead of reflecting only one point across X , the improved method reflects multiple points 1 2 , n n n s
, and it can explore a wider search frontier.
C. Hybrid Simplex Multi-objective Algorithm Based on A New Fitness Assignment Strategy (HSMOEA)
Step1 Initialization: Generate an initial population ( ) P t randomly, and then set an external archive ( ) E t to preserve elitist individuals. Set the counter 0 t = , and the initial value of parameter ε .
Step2 Identify the non-dominated individuals of ( ) P t and group them into temporary archive set ( ) TE t , and then use ( ) TE t to update the external archive ( ) E t according to the definition of ε -dominance.
Step3 Classify the individuals into two subsets and execute simplex search and GA operate in two subsets respectively.
3.1 Use the NSGAII ranking procedure in population ( ) P t , Select top n+s points (where n is the dimension of decision space and s>1) in ( ) P t and join them in the first subset. The simplex search method are executed on the individuals in the first subset to generate a new subset ( ) A t , and the individuals in the first subset are evaluated by the proposed fitness assignment method. 3.2 The rest of the individuals in population ( ) P t , which is not selected in the first subset, are merged into the second subset. We execute ordinary genetic operator to the second subset and generate a new subset ( ) B t . Step 5 If stop condition is satisfied, output the external archive ( ) E t , else, go to 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Test Functions and Performance Metrics
In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm HSMOEA with other MOEAs, some scalable test problems [11] are chosen, namely, DTLZ1, DTLZ2, and DTLZ3. These functions have been used extensively in the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for several reasons. Firstly, the number of objectives and decision variables can be extended. Secondly, these functions with a huge number of local optima help to verify the convergence and the diversity of the algorithm. The mathematical formulations of these test functions are presented in [7] and [11] . M x represents the last M variables and M is the difficulty factor, where M=n-m+1, n and m are the numbers of decision variables and objective functions, respectively. The study focuses the analysis on many objective problems with four to seven objectives, i.e., m=4,5,6 and 7.
Two functionally independent metrics are adopted to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. They are general distance [12] (GD) metric and diversity metric (DM). GD metric is computed as the expected values of the minimum distance between each point in a population and the Pareto surface. The second metric is Diversity Metric [11] （DM1 and DM2) which is used to measure the diversity of the non-dominated solutions with respect to a reference set.
B. Parameters Setting
The population size of the algorithm is set as 200. Each experiment consists of 10 independent runs for the same test function. The difficulty factor M, the number of generations for each test problem was shown in Table1. In the proposed algorithm HSMOEA, the coefficients for Nelder-Mead simplex operation were kept constant at: 2 η = and 0.5 k = , The parameter in the modified simplex: n is the number of decision variables and s equals to 3. The remaining solutions in the main population are created through genetic operators. Binary tournament selection is applied to the individuals. Offspring are created by using simulated binary crossover and polynomial mutation with 
C. Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of HSMOEA with other algorithms [13] - [18] , we take two classical algorithms NSGAII, preference order ranking for multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (POGA) for comparison. Table 2 shows the numerical values of the mean and standard deviation of GD comparing with the different number of objectives for three algorithms NSGAII, POGA and the proposed HSMOEA for the test problems considered. Since DTLZ1, DTLZ2 and DTLZ3 have a huge number of local optimal solutions, these test functions challenge the convergent ability of an algorithm to the Pareto optimal front. On test problems DTLZ1 to DTLZ3, by comparing GD values from Table2, it can be seen that the latter two algorithms show superior convergence values than NSGAII when the number of objective is four to seven, furthermore, the performance gap on GD shows a markedly increasing trend with the number of objectives, especially obvious in NSGAII. The main reason is that NSGAII relies on the traditional Pareto ranking procedure, all individuals from Pareto set in the compound population are equally ranked and purely depend on crowding distance to identify those that will survive to the next generation, so its selective pressure is reduced with the number of objectives increasing. At the same time, GD value in HSMOEA is better than the results in POGA since the proposed algorithm adopts the local simplex search method and a new fitness assignment strategy accelerates the convergence. 
1) GD values
2) Analysis of Diversity Metrics
The performance of diversity is presented in Table 3 . Diversity metrics are introduced to measure the diversity of the non-dominated solutions set P with respect to a reference set (RS) [11] . Here, we use the DM1 and DM2 metric. DM1 and DM2 differ in that DM1 refers to the discretization into grids of the global Pareto front of an MOP, and, DM2 refers to the discretization of (m-1)-dimensional objective space represented by P. The DM1 values on test problem DTLZ1, DTLZ2and DTLZ3 show that NSGAII generated a worse spread of solutions compared with latter two algorithms since NSGAII dose not converge to the true Pareto front when the number of objectives is more than four. Accordingly, it is suitable to use DM2 as a comparison in test problem DTLZ1 and DTLZ3. The results show that the HSMOEA is more effective than POGA in maintaining a good spread of solutions over the Pareto surface since POGA favors subportions of the Pareto front. 
Ⅴ. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid simplex multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on a new fitness assignment strategy is proposed to solve many objectives optimization. Since the fitness assignment strategy of POGA favors the sub-portions of a Pareto front and the performance of diversity metric is undesirable, the proposed algorithm adopts a new fitness assignment strategy using the information of preference order ranking of individuals and their density information with the purpose of leading the individuals to search more sparse areas in the PF. At the same time, the proposed algorithm effectively combines multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the NM simplex-based geometric search to get a balance between the exploration and exploitation abilities. In order to validate the performance of HSMOEA, a series of experiments is performed on three test functions, and the experimental results are evaluated by two performance metrics. A comparative study has indicated that HSMOEA can attain to better convergence to the true Pareto front in many objectives problems. The diversity of the solutions obtained by the proposed algorithm is better than that of POGA. Overall, the experiments show that the HSMOEA based on a new fitness assignment strategy can improve convergence and diversity.
